Solution Brief

AWS Microsoft Workload Migration Bundle
Build the right AWS solution for your needs
Organisations are increasingly realising that migrating Microsoft
workloads – including mission-critical workloads – to the cloud is not
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just feasible, but necessary for business agility and growth.
Insight’s Amazon Web Service (AWS) Microsoft Workload Migration Bundle helps you
rapidly navigate the complexities of migration to AWS with a high degree of confidence.
Our cloud experts use proven methodology, an agile approach that is tailored to your
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individual needs, and automated tools and templates to help you build a high-performing,

• AWS Advanced Consultancy Partner

secure AWS bedrock onto which you can migrate your Microsoft workloads.
Whether starting from scratch or moving from an existing public cloud, the services in our
AWS Microsoft Workload Migration Bundle ensure you migrate successfully, freeing up
your time and resources to focus on strategic IT initiatives.

Business Challenge

• AWS Microsoft workloads Competency
• AWS EC2 for Microsoft Windows
Competency
• AWS Solution Provider Competency
• AWS EMP

The cost, performance and efficiency benefits of AWS are well-recognised by today’s
organisations. But efforts to avoid migrating mission-critical applications to the cloud –
based on largely unfounded concerns about the difficulties and risks – have resulted in
disjointed migration approaches and point solutions, hindering growth and innovation.
A comprehensive strategy to move all Microsoft workloads to AWS can solve these
problems and transform your business model, but few organisations have the time,
resource or skillsets to manage the complexity and are held back by the risks of building the
wrong AWS solution.
The challenge is to find the right people, with the right experience and specialist knowledge
to enable you to build, test and migrate to a strong, resilient AWS infrastructure.

1. “The Business Value of Efficiently Running High-Performing Windows Workloads in AWS Cloud”, IDC report, 2019.

Relocating Windows workloads
to the AWS cloud brings

98% less

unplanned outages1

Our Microsoft Workload Migration Bundle
Insight’s experts provide the extensive experience, technical knowledge, and security expertise
you need to ensure you migrate your Microsoft workloads to AWS quickly, efficiently and safely.
Our dedicated team will help you create a strategic approach, linked to your business goals, to
accelerate successful migration of your Microsoft workloads to AWS.

Benefits
• Successful migration of Microsoft
Workloads to AWS

Eliminating both the technical and licensing complexity, we enable you to avoid migration risks

• Reduced technical and licensing
complexity

and rapidly reap the benefits of AWS, wherever you are in your cloud journey.

• Increased business agility

Our suite of specially designed AWS Microsoft Workload Migration services cover all aspects of

• Reduced hardware costs

migration from initial understanding of AWS through to assessment, testing and the migration

• Professional support from experts

itself onto a secure, high-performing, resilient, and efficient AWS infrastructure.

Insight Services: AWS Microsoft Workload Migration Bundle
Workload Migration
Workshop

AWS
Assessment

AWS Migration Proof
of Concept

Microsoft Workload
Migration

Understand use cases
and benefits of migrating
Microsoft Workloads to AWS
and plan next steps based on
your needs and objectives.

Map your Microsoft workload
migration aligned to AWS
best practices and Insight’s
reference architectures.

Get a full understanding of
hosting Microsoft workloads
in AWS through real-life
hands-on testing and
experience on your own
environment.

Identify and move the right
Microsoft workloads to AWS in
the right way, with confidence
and assurance, following a
detailed migration plan and
delivering real business value .

Service

Objective

Why Insight
As a Microsoft Gold Partner and AWS Advanced Consultancy Partner, we have the experts, the skills, knowledge, tools, and processes – including
reference architectures – to ensure you successfully understand and manage the migration of your Microsoft workloads to AWS.
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About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions that help your organisation run smarter.
We will work with you to maximise your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimise your business and create
meaningful experiences.

For more information please contact your Insight Account Manager.
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